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Abstract—The demand for automated security analysis tech-
niques, such as static analysis based security testing (SAST)
tools continues to increase. To develop SASTs that are effec-
tively leveraged by developers for finding vulnerabilities, re-
searchers and tool designers must understand how developers
perceive, select, and use SASTs, what they expect from the
tools, whether they know of the limitations of the tools, and
how they address those limitations. This paper describes a
qualitative study that explores the assumptions, expectations,
beliefs, and challenges experienced by developers who use
SASTs. We perform in-depth, semi-structured interviews with
20 practitioners who possess a diverse range of software
development expertise, as well as a variety of unique security,
product, and organizational backgrounds. We identify 17 key
findings that shed light on developer perceptions and desires
related to SASTs, and also expose gaps in the status quo –
challenging long-held beliefs in SAST design priorities. Finally,
we provide concrete future directions for researchers and
practitioners rooted in an analysis of our findings.

1. Introduction
Software security has gained continued international at-

tention in recent years due to the increase of high-profile cy-
berattacks and exploits across the public sector. For example,
incidents such as the SolarWinds Cyberattack prompted the
U.S. Government Accountability Office to elicit responses
from both private and public sectors in 2021 to increase
the effectiveness of security practices [1]. Consequently,
corporate and government entities alike are now increasingly
emphasizing the security of software and services through a
combination of (1) new approaches (e.g., Software Bill of
Materials (SBOM) [2]), (2) adoption of security focused cer-
tifications of software (e.g., Cyber Shield Act [3], IoT Com-
pliance [4]), and (3) improvement of existing approaches
(e.g., identifying and employing recommended types of
automated software security testing [5]). As a result, the
existing multi-billion dollar industry of automated security
analysis tools [6], particularly Static Application Security
Testing (SAST), have continued to proliferate to meet the
increased security needs of organizations worldwide. Fur-
ther, such tools are now being incorporated into nearly
every stage of the software development and maintenance
lifecycle, from requirements engineering to fault localization
and fixing (e.g., the GitHub Code Scan initiative [7]).

However, SAST tools have been found to suffer from
design and implementation flaws [8], [9] that prevent them
from detecting vulnerabilities that they claim to detect,
or which can be expected for certain critical use cases
they support (e.g., compliance, audits). Particularly, while
SAST tools from industry, the open-source community, and
academia have been found to support similar use cases, their
design goals often differ dramatically [8]. That is, tools may
adopt a technique-centric approach, wherein what they can
detect is tied to the limitations of a set of chosen static
analysis techniques, or, a security-centric approach, wherein
the tool aims to use whichever static analysis techniques
necessary to detect vulnerabilities falling under a specific
security goal. These different design ethos carry with them
various trade-offs that impact the applicability, efficiency,
and effectiveness of the security tools. These trade-offs and
their implications for cybersecurity in practice are currently
poorly understood, at best.

In other words, we are increasingly heading towards a
future where software developers will be depending more
than ever on security focused program-analysis techniques
for security assurance, compliance, and audits. While we
know of potential flaws in SASTs (as discussed previously),
there exists a key gap in prior research: the research com-
munity has only a limited understanding of how software
developers perceive SASTs, what they expect from SASTs
and believe in (particularly in terms of their ability to
detect vulnerabilities), and how these perceptions and be-
liefs impact the adoption and use of SASTs in practice.
Without addressing this gap through an understanding of the
practitioners’ perspective, we may not be able to develop
SASTs that are truly effective in practice, i.e., possess
key properties that practitioners desire in order to improve
software security, and moreover, will be unable to uncover
gaps in what the practitioners (i.e., users of the tools) expect
or believe, versus what the tools actually provide, leading
to a false sense of security.
Contributions: This paper describes a qualitative study
that investigates the assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and
challenges experienced by practitioners who use program-
analysis based security-assurance tools, specifically SASTs.
Our study is guided by 3 key research questions (RQ1 –
RQ3), which we explore via in-depth interviews (n = 20)
with software developers, project managers, research engi-
neers and practitioners, who together cover a broad range



of security, product, and business contexts:
RQ1: How do practitioners at organizations, with different
types of business and security needs, choose and depend
on SASTs for ensuring security in their services/products?
Various factors may influence an organization’s process for
selecting a SAST tool, ranging from security or business
needs (e.g., compliance), brand reputation, or inclusion of
safety-critical components. Thus, we are interested in ex-
ploring what individual practitioners and their organizations
care about in terms of security, and how those needs affect
the selection of SASTs, as well as their incorporation into
their overall vulnerability detection processes. We also seek
to explore how SASTs are selected, i.e., the subjective or
objective processes involved in choosing a particular SAST.
RQ2: What do practitioners know and believe about the
limitations of SASTs, and what do they expect from them?
While certain limitations, such as false positives, are rela-
tively well-known, potential issues related to design and/or
implementation flaws that result in security-specific false
negatives are often unknown and unaccounted for in SASTs.
We are interested to understand the awareness, expectations,
and beliefs of practitioners about such limitations, both
known and unknown, of SASTs, particularly in terms of
false positives and negatives.
RQ3: How do practitioners navigate, address, or work
around flaws of SASTs? A SAST that does not detect vul-
nerabilities may lead to vulnerabilities in otherwise security-
assured software. We are interested in learning about prac-
titioners’ experiences regarding the impact of the flaws in
SASTs (e.g., product-related security incidents). Further-
more, we are interested to know how practitioners balance
the possibility of unsound SASTs that may make their
product vulnerable, and the decision to release potentially
vulnerable software. Moreover, if practitioners do happen to
find a flaw in a SAST, we seek to uncover their experiences
in reporting the issues to the SASTs. Finally, we seek to in-
vestigate the typical pain points that practitioners experience
regarding SASTs, in order to understand the key properties
they desire more than anything else.

2. Methodology

To understand the potentially diverse perspectives of
practitioners related to SASTs, we performed a two-phase
study, composed of a survey, followed by in-depth, detailed
interviews. The purpose of the survey was to develop an
initial understanding of the landscape, and more importantly,
to guide the design of the interview protocol. Therefore,
this section (and the rest of the paper) focuses on the
interviews and their qualitative analysis. Moreover, the arti-
facts associated with the survey and the interview, including
the informed consent forms, survey questionnaires, and the
interview guide, are available in our online appendix [10].

We now provide a brief summary of the survey proto-
col and results, which are further detailed in Appendix A
and Appendix B respectively. The interview protocol is
described in Section 2.2.

2.1. Summary of the Survey Protocol and Results

To understand how practitioners perceive and use SASTs
and security tools more broadly, and how security is pri-
oritized by individuals and organizations, we prepared an
online survey questionnaire (the questionnaire is in the
online appendix [10]) consisting of Likert-based questions,
with optional open-ended responses to clarify their selected
choice(s). The survey protocol was approved by the Institu-
tional Review Boards (IRBs) at the authors’ universities.

We used two recruitment channels. First, we relied on
snowball sampling [11] from our professional networks
primarily by sending invitation emails and requesting
forwards to colleagues. Second, we emailed OSS developers
who had interacted with SASTs via CI/CD actions,
e.g., GitHub Workflows, in open-source repositories that
(a) had at least one star or watcher, (b) were not a fork, and
(c) used one of the top ten programming languages reported
in GitHub Octoverse [12]. We developed scripts that used
GitHub Search APIs and crawled public repositories in
Coverity Scan [13] to find qualifying repositories. Next, we
extracted email addresses from commits specific to CI/CD
files (e.g.,.github/workflows/*.yml) that contained SAST
names. Finally, we excluded any Github-assigned private
emails and those that indicated no-reply. In the end, we
contacted 1, 918 OSS developers exactly once via email.
We discuss the ethical considerations in recruiting OSS
developers in Appendix A.1.

Survey Results Overview: We received 89 responses from
the survey, of which 39 (18/39 responses from OSS develop-
ers) were complete and valid. Of these, 35/39 worked for or-
ganizations, whereas 2 were freelancers, and 2 chose not to
indicate organizational status. We made several observations
that guided the design of our interview protocol based on
these valid responses. First, over 83% (29/35) participants
(from organizations) stated that security was of “extreme”
importance to them, with an additional 17% (6/35) stating
it as “very” important. In contrast, 63% (22/35) partici-
pants identified security as of “extreme” importance from
their organization’s perspective, with several (8/35 or 23%)
considering it “very” important. This tells us that security
may be prioritized differently by the organization and the
individual, and more importantly, that individuals may be
willing to talk about these differences, which is critical for
our interviews. Second, participants mostly relied on a com-
bination of automated and manual security analyses, with
some exceptions. Finally, almost all practitioners expressed
that even in the case of flaws of SASTs, their applications
would be moderately impacted at most, as they rely on
multiple tools and/or manual reviews. These observations
guided our protocol design for the interview phase, which
we describe next.

2.2. Interview Protocol

We drafted an interview protocol consisting of a semi-
structured interview-guide [14], [15] structured by “ladder-
ing” questions [16], a questioning strategy that is used to



understand the relations between concepts in a domain and
to explore the concepts in-depth. The interview guide is
designed to help understand the processes used to choose
SASTs, how practitioners depend on SASTs for security
assurance, their expectations about limitations of SASTs,
and how they work around such limitations. An abridged
version of the interview guide is in Table 2 in the Appendix.

2.2.1. Interview Recruitment. We recruited 20 interview
participants through multiple recruitment channels, aiming
for diversity in project, cultural background, experience and
industry contexts. Particularly, we recruited (i) 10 partic-
ipants from the survey and (ii) 10 separately through our
professional network. When recruiting from the survey-pool,
we only invited participants who submitted reasonably valid
responses and expressed interest in interview participation.
To recruit from our professional networks, we relied on
snowball sampling [11], i.e., emailed invitations to software
engineers within our network, with details of the study as
per protocol, and requested them to forward the invitation
to colleagues experienced with SASTs.

Overall, we recruited 20 interview participants with
diverse cultural background (e.g., participants were from
Asia, Europe, United Kingdom and North America, working
in either local or international projects), industry contexts
(e.g., safety-critical, business-critical, research & develop-
ment, open-source etc.), experience ranging from entry level
engineers to project managers, and security-context (e.g.,
working towards compliance). The anonymized details of
participants are shown in Table 1.

2.2.2. Interview Protocol and Ethics. Similar to the sur-
vey, the final version of our interview guide and protocol
was approved by our Institutional Review Boards (IRBs).
Our consent form emphasized that no personally identi-
fiable information would be collected, and responses will
be anonymized even in the case of willfully shared private
information, such as a participant’s (or colleagues) name,
associated previous or current organization, and product/-
client name(s). Each participant would be interviewed for
approximately an hour, and would receive a $50.00 gift card
or voucher in local currency.

Furthermore, as our interview-guide contained sensitive
questions e.g., security enhancement vs meeting deadlines,
or site-incidents due to flawed SAST, we followed the
Menlo Report Guidelines [17], [18] to refine our protocol
and interview guide to avoid any potential harm, and re-
minded participants that they could withdraw/redact at any
time, as further detailed in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.3. Interview Pilot & Refinement. We conducted pilot
interviews, followed by an in-depth discussion, with three
participants within our professional network to improve the
interview guide. Among these, one held a doctoral degree
in computer science, with a focus in CyberSecurity, while
the other two were pursuing a Ph.D. in Computer Science.

2.2.4. Interviewing Procedure. We conducted the inter-
views using either the lead-interviewer or lead-and-backup

Challenges and Improvements
Understand the challenges participants experience while using SAST through 
hypothetical scenarios and their suggestions to improve the status quo

Impact of unsound SAST
Explore previous vulnerability experiences caused by flaws of SAST, relevant 
policies such as vulnerability disclosure procedure, and addressing flaws of SAST

Limitations of and Expectations about SAST
Learn whether participants are aware of the limitations, such as FP and FN of SAST, 
their preferences, and expectations from SAST for building secure software 

Organizational Context of SAST
Understand how SASTs are used in the development, how they were selected, and 
how much they depend on the SASTs

Security and Organization
Identify how security is assured in products, the priority of security at organization 
and experienced external factors constraining security

Participants, Projects, and Organizations
Understand Organization, Product, Client, and Security contexts of Participant

Introduction
Details about the purpose of this Study, Participant Rights, and Verbal Consent to 
Record the interview

Conclusion
Additional remarks and Follow-up to improve the overall state of SAST for Security 
Assurance

Figure 1. Overview of Semi-structured Interview Guide. We used Laddering
technique to delve deeper in each topic, while the semi-structured approach
helped us to freely deviate as necessary based on participant response.

approaches, while following the semi-structured interview-
guide. The lead-and-backup approach ensured that each
interviewer experienced conducting the interview with the
guide. While relevant questions from the guide were raised,
it also allowed the lead interviewer to focus on listening
and asking laddering/follow-up questions to the interviewee.
All the interviews were conducted virtually via Zoom. We
emailed the Informed Consent Form (and survey response
when applicable) with IRB protocol references a day before
the interview. After the participant joined us in the online in-
terview session, we reminded the participant before starting
the interview that (a) the interview will be recorded, (b) we
will anonymize any sensitive information while transcribing,
(c) recorded audio will be destroyed after transcribing, (d)
they can redact anything they said at any point of the
interview and/or can email us about it, and (e) they have
the option to stop the interview at any point. The median,
effective duration of the interviews, i.e., excluding the intro,
briefing and verbal consent, was 1 hour 52 seconds.

2.3. Structure of the Interview Guide
We designed the semi-structured interview guide in a

way that facilitates understanding how practitioners at orga-
nizations choose and depend on SASTs with the context of
their business and security needs (RQ1), what practitioners
with different needs and priorities know and assume about
limitations, such as soundness issues, in SASTs (RQ2), how
they address the limitations of SASTs (RQ3). As shown in
Figure 1, the interview guide consists of questions arranged
in six segments, ordered by increasing-depth as applicable.



2.3.1. Participants, Projects, and Organizations. At the
start of the interview, we asked several “warm-up questions”
to understand the products/services the participants con-
tribute to, their organization, their experience with developer
tools for software security and how they define security in
terms of their work. Through these questions we developed
the initial context to ask more in-depth follow-up questions.
More specifically, we asked the participants about their
domain of work, their target clients, how they learned about
software security that’s relevant to their work, the security
aspects that are important in their work, as well as the
relevant threat models they consider.

2.3.2. Organization and Security. Next, to gain a deeper
understanding of the organizational context of security in
their practice, we asked the participants about how they
address security in their organizations product development
life-cycle. For example, we asked whether there are con-
flicts between feature deadlines and the security of a given
feature, what the conflict resolution process is in general,
and whether they have experienced any external factors that
constrained security. By raising such questions, we devel-
oped a better understanding of the trade-offs an organization
makes when it comes to security.

2.3.3. Organizational Context of SAST. We then asked
questions about how one or more SASTs are being used
in organizational and team contexts. From the survey, we
observed that organizations and their developers may have
different priorities and perceptions when it comes to secu-
rity, which motivated us to distinguish between these two
contexts. To elaborate, we asked the participants about their
team structure, whether the team(s) address security re-
quirements collaboratively or separately and how, and what
happens when such requirements are not met. Moreover, to
understand the role of SASTs in the organization and team,
we asked questions to understand how they decided to use
SASTs in the first place, how they selected SASTs, and to
explain why and to what degree they rely on SASTs.

2.3.4. Expectations from SAST. We asked questions re-
lated to participant’s expectations from SASTs and their
limitations, using both hypothetical scenarios and also lever-
aging opinions the participant expressed throughout the in-
terview. For example, we asked about preferences regarding
false positives vs. false negatives, explaining the concepts as
necessary. Furthermore we asked whether their preference
of SASTs is tied to their work, values shared within the
community, or something else.

2.3.5. Impact of Unsound/Flawed SAST. To understand
the impact of a flawed/unsound SAST, we asked the partic-
ipants about their experiences and organizational processes.
For example, we requested that participants share specific
experiences related to security vulnerabilities resulting from
a SAST that did not work as intended. If that participant did
not have such experiences, we asked whether a process ex-
ists that helps them address such potential flaws. In addition,
we asked how and why the participants generally attempt to
address problems encountered while using SASTs.

2.3.6. Challenges and Improvements. Finally, we con-
cluded the interview by raising several “creative” questions.
For example, if a participant is given unlimited resources
to solve one particular problem of the SAST they use, what
problem would they prioritize before anything else, and why
would they want to solve it. By raising such open-ended
questions that remove limitations tied to organization and
product-context, we aimed to understand what participants
want or need in the SASTs they use.

2.4. Transcribing, Coding and Analysis

One of the authors systematically transcribed the audio
records while anonymizing the text. This required significant
amount of time as the median, effective interview duration
was one hour, consisting of approximately 9, 000 words,
with a total word count of over 187, 000 words across all
interviews. We chose reflexive thematic analysis combined
with inductive coding for our analytical approach [19] as it
offered us the flexibility of capturing both latent and seman-
tic meaning based on the complex interactions between the
participant’s perceptions and contexts, such as assurances
offered by automated security analysis techniques, organi-
zational priorities, limitations of security resources, and the
nature of products. Furthermore, it considers researcher sub-
jectivity, i.e., experiences and skills of researchers in analy-
sis. We chose a single-coder approach, which is considered
“good practice for reflexive TA”, as it helps interpretation,
or “meaning-making”, from data [19]. While transcribing
provides an initial idea about the data and internal patterns,
we had to iterate through the steps of thematic analysis (fa-
miliarization, coding, identifying potential themes, refining)
to finalize the themes.

3. Interview Results

This section describes the results from our interpretation
and analysis of 20 semi-structured interviews of practition-
ers, substantiated by transcribed quotes (omissions high-
lighted by . . . and anonymization in <angle brackets>).
Also, when quoting participants (except when inline), we
also include the product area, to provide further context
behind the quote, e.g., P20 Telematics.

3.1. Participants, Projects, and Organizations
We succeeded in recruiting participants involved with a

diverse range of products or services, such as web applica-
tions, anonymity networks, research software, safety-critical
embedded systems, business-critical financial tech systems,
and more, as illustrated in Table 1.

All the participants in our study work on multiple
projects, with a number of them working in multiple or-
ganizations. Further, all the participants work in team(s),
although the structure varies. For instance, P01 worked in a
team that maintains an Interactive Application Security Test-
ing (IAST) product, but also used SASTs in their work. On
the other hand, P03 worked with a collection of people re-
sponsible for maintaining a popular open source anonymity



TABLE 1. OVERVIEW OF INTERVIEWED PARTICIPANTS, POSITION(S), PRODUCT AREA(S), SECURITY PRIORITY FROM THE PERSPECTIVES OF
PARTICIPANTS AND PROJECT METADATA. FINE-LEVEL DETAILS ARE BINNED TO ENSURE THE ANONYMITY OF THE PARTICIPANTS.

ID Duration1 Channel2 Position(s)3 Product Area4 Security Priority

Org5 Dev6 Prod7

Interview Participants Recruited from Survey

P01 01:00:12 OSS Senior Engineer Program Analysis for Security ✓ ✓ ✓

P02 01:04:08 OSS Developer OSS - Java Application Server ✓ ✓ ✓

P03 00:51:04 OSS Developer OSS - Internet Anonymity Network ✓ ✓ ✓

P04 01:00:44 OSS Embedded Engineer Automobile Sensors ✓ ✓ ✓

P05 00:57:46 PN Developer Web Applications ✓ ✓ ✓

P06 00:53:53 PN Developer Software Service ✗ ✗ ✓

P07 01:04:23 PN Engineering Manager B2B, SaaS ✓ ✓ ✗

P08 00:55:03 PN Full stack Developer Media, Web and Back-end services ✓ ✓ ✓

P09 01:05:25 PN Senior Engineer Fintech, Business Critical ✓ ✓ ✓

P10 01:01:40 PN Developer Healthcare ✓ ✓ ✓

Interview Participants Recruited through Snowball Sampling from Professional Network

P11 01:01:48 SS Developer Website Backend of Program Analysis for Security ✓ ✓ ✓

P12 01:13:48 SS Developer Finance of International Online Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓

P13 00:51:14 SS Research Engineer Research Institute with Industry ties (EU) ✓ ✗ ✗

P14 01:02:09 SS Principal Configuration & Dev-Ops Engineer Law Enforcement ✓ ✓ ✓

P15 01:00:57 SS Senior Developer Service Company ✓ ✓ ✗

P16 01:03:43 SS AI Developer, Project Manager AI Products ✓ ✗ ✗

P17 00:49:15 SS Entrepreneur Enterprise Resource Planning, Education platform ✗ ✗ ✗

P18 00:50:53 SS Software Infrastructure Engineer Fortune 500 Global R&D Center ✓ ✗ ✓

P19 01:05:13 SS Senior Software Engineer Software Solution Provider ✓ ✓ ✗

P20 00:36:14 SS Backend Senior Software Engineer Telematics ✓ ✓ ✓

1Effective duration, i.e., timed after introduction, briefing and verbal consent for starting to record the interview, 2Recruitment channel; OSS = Open Source Software
developers, PN = Survey participants recruited from Professional Network, SS = Snowball Sampling within Professional Network, 3Self-reported by the participants,
multiple roles separated by commas, 4Product area binned, none of the interviewees work in small (e.g., 2-person) organizations, 5Invests in security in terms of the security
team, tools, infrastructure, and/or training for developers (✓), 6Participant explicitly expressed that developers in organization are concerned about programmatic security,
and/or is directly related with security tool development/setup (✓) , 7Product is required to be compliant to privacy and/or security standards (e.g., HIPAA, GDPR, PCI
DSS, OWASP) or is critical in terms of safety (✓).

protocol ("It’s a community run project...no corporation in
control of any particular aspect of it"), and is responsible
for configuring the SAST tools used by their team.

In summary, and as seen in Table 1, the recruited par-
ticipants possessed valuable, diverse experience by working
in different types of projects with varying levels of security
needs at their own, unique organizations. This positioned
us to further understand how productivity, in terms of fea-
ture implementation/completion, and security, in terms of
ensuring that features implementations are not vulnerable,
are balanced at these diverse organizations.

3.2. Organization and Security

Unsurprisingly, all participants agreed that delivering
secure software is important. However, we were also in-
terested to learn about the prioritization of security in or-
ganizations. Therefore, we queried participants about the
potential tension within their organizations related to prior-
itizing software security at the expense of features and vice
versa. Given that introducing and using SASTs in a devel-
opment workflow requires nontrivial effort from individuals
and potential financial investment from an organization, we
expected most participants and organizations had a vested
interest in prioritizing security. We found that this expecta-
tion to generally hold true, with a few exceptions.
Prioritizing Security vs Functionality Deadlines: Most
participants indicated a prioritization of security over dead-

lines, e.g., as P08 states, "Security gets the highest priority.
Always.. . . Even if we are not meeting the deadline, we
cannot break this." We found that various factors can be
responsible for necessitating this prioritization, e.g., the need
to be compliant with existing laws and standards:

"We serve the government . . . we need to have some
certifications that we are complying . . . (If) we have
a release tomorrow and the security team found a
vulnerability today, we have to block that release, and
we have to fix it. Then we will release that. . . . We
cannot compromise that." — P20 Telematics

It can also be due to safety-critical and/or business-critical
nature of the product being built, since a bug can be costly,
both in terms of lives and financial measures:

"So our security and safety and usage of the static
analysis tools is mostly to prevent bugs, which could
be life-threatening, of course, but also they could cost
us millions" — P04Automobile Sensors

For open-source collaborations, the concept of deadlines
may not be applicable at all. As P02 described, security is
always of priority, and there is "No such thing as deadlines.
It’s ready when it’s ready".

Finding 1 (F1) – Participants generally said that they err
on the side of security, fixing any known vulnerabilities
before releasing a feature, regardless of deadlines.



However, some participants expressed that prioritizing
security is not always possible, even when security is gen-
erally a high priority from the organization’s perspective.
This can be due to the management prioritizing bug-fixing
for the sake of users, as shared by P07,

". . . Our user was facing a lot of issues. So, there was
a deadline pressure on us to deliver the product very
quickly" — P07 B2B, SAAS

This is true even for a security-testing product, albeit rarely:

"So in most cases, we try to be really strict because
it’s a security testing product . . . Then it’s kind of a
business trade off. . . . a new feature, we can usually
just delay it . . . If it’s an existing feature that we now
uncover the vulnerability, you can’t usually switch off
the feature because you have customers relying on
it.. . . Eventually you get that fixed and then responsibly
disclose it. . . . I think we had to do one of those
in the five years I’ve been with the company." —
P01Program Analysis for Security

The “overriding” of security to meet deadlines for existing
features may incur heavy cost, however. P07 expressed the
following after further conversation, "That had a certain
impact. We found .3 to .4 million <currency> of fraudulent
activity after that release".

Finding 2 (F2) – Select situations can lead to the de-
prioritization of software security, including maintaining
support for existing features, or fixing bugs that being
experienced by prominent users.

This finding echoes similar observations in prior work,
that in some cases security is forgone for functionality bugs
or releasing other features [20]–[23].

Further, contrary to our initial intuition, P06 shared
that an organization may not prioritize security unless it is
required by its clients.

"Security is a great concern . . . So if the client is strict
enough to focus on the security aspects, then we follow
it. Other than that, actually our <previous org> do not
care (about security) . . . " — P06Software Service

Unsurprisingly, several participants shared that an organi-
zation may not afford to miss functionality deadlines if it is
still in startup or growth stage:

"When I worked on a startup environment, it is always
expected that we ship the features to production as
soon as possible...There is a little room to explore the
security options . . . " — P10 Healthcare

Finding 3 (F3) – Participants expressed that in certain
circumstances, organizations may entirely forego security
considerations and prioritize releasing features as rapidly
as possible, particularly when the client does not care, or
when the organization is in its early growth stage.

3.3. Organizational Context of SAST

With the understanding of how security is viewed from
a participant’s perspective in the context of their organiza-
tion, we aimed to understand their organizational context of
SASTs. Particularly, we asked participants about reasons for
using SASTs, the selection process of SASTs, and how they
generally use those SASTs in their workflows. Although
participants named SASTs, e.g., Coverity, Find-Sec-Bugs,
SonarQube, Semmle/CodeQL, WhiteSource/Mend, Crypto-
Guard, Fortify, and VeraCode, we anonymize such details
to reduce the chance of profiling developers and to avoid
creating any impressions specific to any particular SAST.
Selecting SASTs: To start, we asked participants about the
events that led to choosing a given SAST and to walk us
through the selection process at their organizations. Interest-
ingly, we did not find any pattern in the selection processes
that would hold true for a majority of the participants.

Particularly, only P04 shared that they performed a
multi-stage evaluation, i.e., they started with a preliminary
list of 10 − 15 SASTs, and filtered to four SASTs based
on their own product-specific needs. Next, they evaluated
those four SASTs using a custom benchmark, and settled
on a SAST that was the most usable.

Further, six practitioners shared that they chose SASTs
solely based on popularity, developer friendly documenta-
tion and/or ease of use.

"We didn’t evaluate that many tools in terms of
static analysis tools. We take what is the indus-
try standard across different companies. Like <tool>
is pretty popular, so that is our first choice." —
P08Media, Web and Back-end services

P09 additionally mentioned that <SASTA> was chosen due
to regulatory reasons, "I believe it was either PCI DSS
requirement or a regulatory requirement", admitting that
they do not remember the exact standard. On the other
hand, four participants reported using previous experience
or familiarity to select a SAST.

"Because I actually inherited some of that. The person
who, actually set a lot of it up ... I think that it was
what was available and what he was familiar with at
the time." — P03OSS - Internet Anonymity Network

Several developers justified that they prefer freely available
SASTs because it helps cut costs, e.g., P07 said "...As of
now, we are looking at a free solution. If we find benefits,
then we’ll go for the paid solution ..."

Corporate influence is an additional factor for selecting
a particular SAST, particularly when it comes down to cost,
e.g., as P14 said, "A lot of it comes down from management,
. . . because they’re the ones that are paying for it". In a
similar vein, P08 shared:

"We have different teams and different teams have
different requirements. In my team, we use <SASTA>,
and it is enforced by the team leader or the team
owner to use <SASTA> as a code analysis tool." —
P08Media, Web and Back-end Services



Finding 4 (F4) – Participants generally recall selecting
SASTs due to factors such as recommendations/reputa-
tion, ease of use/integration, corporate pressure, cost, or
compliance requirements. Only one participant selected
a SAST for their product via exhaustive testing of 10-15
tools using a (custom) benchmark.

Furthermore, we asked participants about whether they
considered using benchmarks, such as the OWASP bench-
mark while selecting SAST. Most participants said that they
were not familiar with any benchmarks, with the rest sharing
that benchmarks are not representative of their specific
application context, e.g.,"The thing is, OWASP is some-
thing that only covers your basics. It doesn’t go beyond"
(P09). Furthermore, P01 shared that while community-based
benchmarks such as OWASP are usually neutral, many
others are biased.

"Quite a few of these benchmarks are created by
tool vendors where their tool finds some specific
edge case. No one in the right mind would write
an application like this, but their tool finds a spe-
cific edge case, so they put it in the benchmark." —
P01Program Analysis for Security

Finding 5 (F5) – Participants who are aware of bench-
marks generally do not trust them for evaluating/selecting
SASTs, viewing benchmarks as either too basic to model
real problems, or biased towards specific SASTs, given
that vendors often contribute to their construction.

Preference between Manual Techniques and SAST: As
expected, participants who use SASTs stated that they found
them useful, regardless of the selection process. Several
participants shared that they use SASTs because they help
focus manual analysis efforts on non-trivial issues by auto-
matically finding the trivial issues, e.g.,". . . helps find all the
stupid stuff for you. Then you can concentrate on the actual
logic (P01)" and makes it easier to analyze a large code base,
e.g.,"Is it possible to go through each of the code change
by a human being? (P20)" and "I think they’re absolutely
useful. It kind of reduces the number of mistakes you can
make" (P09). Furthermore, several shared that it is helpful
for applying a rigorous quality control to the whole code
base without being affected by subjective analysis, e.g.,

"Lot of reasons to be paranoid about it. None of
us really, totally trust ourselves. And so, we need to
have these tools to make the job of finding our own
mistakes easier. If only one person is working on a
thing, you’re stuck with only that person’s blind spots.
" — P03OSS - Internet Anonymity Network

Finding 6 (F6) – Participants consider SASTs highly
useful for both reducing developer effort and helping to
cover what subjective manual analysis may miss.

Reasons for not relying on SAST: Finally, we had two
participants in our study who do not rely on SASTs. P13
stated that while their product needs to be secure, it is
not public-facing, i.e.,"Even if there is a problem in some
projects, so one can access those deployed or the application
from outside of our internet". Interestingly, P02 shared that
while they have tried premium SASTs, they did not find
them useful in their particular application niche, i.e., web
servers, stating that

"The primary issue with the <generic SAST> tools,
every time we’ve looked at these tools, is it’s all false
positives and no genuine issues at all, which is some-
what demoralizing if you try to wade through large
amounts of these reports. " — P02OSS - Java App Server

That is, as P02 further elaborated, since their product is a
web server, it is required to handle “vulnerable” requests,
such as “HTTP” headers, in code based on existing stan-
dards. These code components, however, trigger SASTs built
to target web-applications, resulting in high false positives.

Finding 7 (F7) – The few participants who do not use
SASTs cite the lack of a “fit” for their product: i.e., as the
product does not need extensive testing (echoing similar
observations in prior work [24]), or because generic
SASTs flag features (e.g., handling standard-mandated
vulnerable HTTP requests) as vulnerabilities.

3.4. Expectations from SAST

Developers shared that while they expect SAST tools to
detect all vulnerabilities as long as they are within scope,
they generally do not expect SASTs to detect all types of
security vulnerabilities, e.g.,"If it is in the scope, then it can
detect, but my expectation is not like static analysis is the
final solution...(P10)". When asked whether this assertion
was based on “belief” or “evidence”, P18 explained that it
was "based on belief", further explaining that "We have the
user ratings of our tools and there are many stars in the
repos. So we think that it is reliable, and many developers
use that, so it must be good".

Finding 8 (F8) – Although expressing that no tool can
find everything, participants believe that SASTs (should
or do) detect all vulnerabilities considered within scope
(i.e., which a SAST tool claims to detect).

When asked to give examples of vulnerabilities that de-
velopers do not expect SASTs to detect, runtime (Input/Out-
put), external component, and software goal based issues
frequently came up, e.g.,"These tools are pretty agnostic of
the goals that we have put forward in the first place. They
can only really seem to process errors in code and not errors
in software taken as a whole (P03)".

Interestingly, when we asked developers if they consider
a SAST to be acceptable to use even if it misses some more
difficult issues, they generally expressed that they do, e.g.,"I
don’t expect that there will ever be a tool that will look



at a piece of code as complex as <product> and find all
the security issues. . . . But any issue fixed is an issue fixed
and that’s a good thing" (P02). When asked to elaborate,
participants shared different reasons for finding such SASTs
acceptable, such as lack of alternatives, "If there is no other
accessible alternative, then I would go and accept whatever
it offers" (P10) and additional techniques being used to cover
for (issues in) SASTs e.g.,". . . for our team, the manual
review part is actually the biggest deal for us. . . . So, for
our team, I think that should not be a big issue" (P07).

Finding 9 (F9) – Participants consider SASTs valuable
even if they miss certain vulnerabilities, as finding some-
thing would be better than nothing.

Reducing False Positives vs False Negatives: In the
context of program analysis, increasing analysis sensitivity
decreases false negatives, while increasing false positives,
and vice versa. Contemporary literature asserts that false
positives are a major reason for practitioners to avoid using
SASTs [25], [26] since “Developer Happiness is Key” [27],
and argues that it is necessary to reduce false positives, in
general. That is, conventional wisdom dictates that devel-
opers want lower false positives even at the cost of false
negatives, which has led to a significant focus on increasing
the precision of SASTs in academia and industry in pursuit
of practicality [28]–[34].

However, we found considerable evidence that contra-
dicts this understanding of the developers’ perspective on
the soundness-precision tradeoff, with participants strongly
favoring lower false negatives, even at the cost of increased
false positives. As P04 and P06 state,

"False negative for sure. I just told you the amount of
the price of the bug (in millions), so I don’t care if
there are 10 false positives. False negative - that one
is going to kill you." — P04Automobile Sensors

"From my understanding it is actually more threaten-
ing that we aren’t even aware of the vulnerability...So
to me, false negative should be bigger concern...it
(false positives) wastes time of developers, but it is
not harmful in the whole picture" — P06Software Service

P14 even argued that false positives indicate a working
SAST, and when it comes to security, no stone should be
left unturned,

"If you’re getting a bunch of false positives, then that
typically means your static code analysis tool is doing
its job. . . . I’d rather my security tool be annoying and
tell me about every single possible issue over it not
telling me anything and just letting security things
slide through." — P14Law Enforcement

Finding 10 (F10) – Nearly all the practitioners expressed
a preference for fewer false negatives, i.e., as long as the
SAST is able to find valid security vulnerabilities, they
would tolerate and even prefer few false negatives at the
cost of many false positives.

Since existing literature argues that false positive rate for
program analysis should not exceed 20% [25], [35]–[37],
we requested our participants to approximately quantify
their preference (or experience) regarding the acceptable
proportion of false positives to true positives. For most
participants, this preference was far higher than 20% as long
as the tool detected some valid vulnerabilities (i.e., had true
positives), as indicated in F10 as well. For instance, P02
admitted to dropping a tool in favor of manual analysis
due to overwhelming false positives without a single valid
vulnerability:

"I wouldn’t mind wading through 100 false positives,
if I thought there were actually going to be genuine
issues there" — P02OSS - Java App Server

Some participants expressed tolerance for 80% or more
false positives, although not to the extreme extent as P02.

"The acceptable range is for (reducing) one false
negative, that there could be five false positive" —
P10Healthcare

Further, some, e.g., P09, stated that 80% false positives
were common in a tool they were currently using; although
they were dismayed by the low number of serious, real
vulnerabilities found:

"(At present) 80% of them are actually false positives
and 20% of them are actually something we can
fix. Even those 20, you don’t generally find serious
problems." — P09Fintech

Finally, P01 expressed a lower tolerance for FPs than most
other practitioners, stating that

"We ended up with 20% real issues. 80% just false
positives. And one of my last actions in that company
before leaving was saying, ‘Hey, look, this tool is a
waste of time’" — P01Program Analysis for Security

Finding 11 (F11) – Practitioners are generally more
tolerant of false positives than the 20% upper bound
proposed in literature, given their preferences and the
tools they currently use, with some finding even 80% or
more false positives practical.

Effective False Positives and SAST: Due to the perceived
notoriety of false positives affecting adoption of general
static analysis tools, the notion of effective false positives,
defined as “any report from the tool where a user chooses
not to take action to resolve the report” [38], or in other
words - letting the developer determine whether any reported
defect is a false positive, is gaining attention. Effective
false positives have further been contextualized in SASTs
in the form of letting a developer determine whether a
reported vulnerability should be considered as within the
scope of security context [39]. However, several participants
cautioned that in their experience, developers may not make
the right call when it comes to identifying an effective
false positive issue e.g., when an insecure code segment is
considered “inactive”.



P14 and P15 expressed something similar to “The De-
veloper is the enemy” threat model [40]. P15 argues that
"Junior developers don’t understand what is the impact",
and P14 states (on effective false positives): "From a security
standpoint, you can’t really trust, you shouldn’t trust other
devs, and users to always know that something could be
potentially insecure. So you need to make sure that it’s not
possible for it to happen or reduce the possibility of it hap-
pening as much as possible (by removing insecure code)".
Furthermore, P14 cautioned that developers may habitually
mark an actual issue as false positives erroneously,

"It seems familiar, but it may be new. And then you’re
just going to ignore it because it’s close enough to
something you’ve seen in the past, and you just say
that it’s OK. So we do need to be vigilant on those
false positives to make sure that they are truly false
positives" — P14Law Enforcement

P04 made a similar remark about making mistakes in decid-
ing whether to run SAST or not on code patches, sharing that
they had a vulnerability that could’ve been detected using
static analysis, but was not due to the deliberate decision of
not using SAST, costing millions:

"The undisclosed amount is in a couple of millions.
. . . We had two static analysis tools which should be
used, but the decision from the management was be-
cause it was a minor fix that they did not use them"
— P04Automobile Sensors

Finding 12 (F12) – Practitioners are generally against
letting developers define “effective” false positives, or
letting them decide when to run SASTs. This reservation
stems from their prior experience of the adverse cost of
leaving a vulnerability in the code, and/or from their
knowledge of developers (1) lacking an understanding
of the impact of vulnerabilities, (2) being prone to incor-
rectly marking actual issues as false positives, (3) being
untrustworthy/biased towards marking issues as effective
false positives.

3.5. Impact of Unsound/Flawed SAST
After learning about what participants expect from

SASTs, we aimed to understand if and how participants were
impacted by flaws in SASTs, i.e., their inability to detect
what they claim as “in scope”, how participants generally
addressed the flaws, and their experiences reporting the
flaws to SASTs.
Impact of Unsound SAST: All developers across survey
and interviews, save for a few, shared that while they had
experienced false negatives, they had not experienced any
adverse impact due to flaws/unsoundness in SASTs. The
practitioners explained that while false negatives are not
observable since they are not reported by the SAST, they
expect manual/code reviews to detect vulnerabilities missed
by SASTs. Therefore, as any false negatives resulting from
even unknown flaws in SASTs are addressed by their manual
reviews, unsound SASTs do not impact their software.

Finding 13 (F13) – Practitioners are not overly con-
cerned about the impact of unknown unsoundness issues
in SASTs, as they expect subsequent manual reviews to
find what the SAST missed.

P18, who works with an internal static analysis team,
offered an alternate explanation as to why developers may
overlook false negatives of SASTs, or their impact, because
the assumption is that SASTs just work

"If the tools miss something, we can not detect that
issue, and we just overlook the issues. . . because no
one ever reports about false negatives, and we don’t
check if the tool ever miss the vulnerabilities" —
P18 Fortune 500 Global R&D Center

Finding 14 (F14) – Developers may use SASTs in a state
of denial, i.e., assume that SASTs just work, and hence,
simply overlook any evidence of false negatives, or flaws
in the SASTs that lead to false negatives.

Among the exceptions, P02’s organization tried and
stopped using SAST because of false negatives, thus effec-
tively negating any potential impact, as previously described
in 3.4. On the other hand, P01 shared that while their own
SAST product unintentionally introduced a vulnerability,
which could’ve impacted their clients, "never public, no cus-
tomer ever suffered", as it was detected during development.
Addressing/Reporting flaws to SASTs: Participants ex-
pressed that security is important, but shared challenges
associated with reporting flaws to SASTs.

Generally, flaw reports consist of either a minimal code
example that demonstrates the flaw, or actual code snippet
from software. However, P04 and P09 shared that going for
either is problematic for two very different reasons. First,
sharing actual code snippet may require going against com-
pany or client’s confidentiality policy. P04 circumvents this
because of a pre-existing NDA between their organization
and the SAST, "we have an NDA signed, so in case I cannot
get a small example, they can also check our source code",
whereas P09 is unable to do so.

"For certain external communications, it’s a little bit
difficult to do. What we can share with third party
or other party is very strictly regulated by the state
bank. . . . If we want something from <tool>, we have to
justify why we are sharing this particular code snippet.
In particular, I think if you don’t share a large amount
of code with them, they won’t even be able to tell why
this is problematic" — P09Fintech

On the other hand, several participants stated that some-
times, developers are not willing to report flaws since it is
“additional work” (i.e., reporting the flaw, following up):

"We were asked to not do things on our own, because
they will maybe increase more pressure . . . I would
actually report it to my team lead, but I don’t think
they would actually report it to back to them" —
P05Web Applications



"That might not happen as well because inher-
ently developers are lazy. If you want to share this,
you have to go through with certain things" —
P11Website Backend of Program Analysis for Security

Finally, some participants shared that while they have
reported flaws to SASTs, the lack of response, or lack of
addressing flaws discouraged them from reporting flaws later
on. P02 said, "Nothing as far as I recall" when asked about
whether anything happened after reporting false negatives to
SAST, whereas P04 said that some SAST developers might
be unwilling to accept a flaw as an issue.

"So, <SASTA>, we have a worse experience. They are
mostly evasive, so they are not really progressing as
<SASTB>. It takes a lot of time to convince them that
they are bugs. Even though you have a small example,
they still ask you to try different configurations and
all that stuff, but we were aware of that before we
came to this part, before we selected them. Because
simply they (<SASTA>) are, I wouldn’t say confident,
but they are confident that their solution works." —
P04Automobile Sensors

Finding 15 (F15) – Participants may hesitate to re-
port flaws/false negatives in SASTs for several reasons,
ranging from prior negative experiences with SASTs
(including inaction on reported flaws), or issues internal
to the organization, such as the need to maintain product
confidentiality (without an explicit NDA), red tape, and
the lack of incentive to perform the additional effort.

P01 shared some insight to decisions related to fixing
flaws in SAST, sharing that while severity and likeliness
(“correlates to presence in open source libraries”) are mo-
tivating factors, so is what the business-competitors are
detecting. To understand this in-depth, we presented a hy-
pothetical scenario to P01 where a class of vulnerability is
ignored by the rest of the SAST building industry and asked
how is it decided whether to address it in their SAST. P01’s
response was "It depends on the effort and depends on how
critical it is".
Exploiting Flaws and Evasive Developers: We adopted the
concept of evasive developers from [8], [40], defined as a
developer who actively attempts to bypass a SAST’s checks.
The motives vary, such as malice, lack of stake (third-party
contractor), and/or simply being lazy. A majority of the par-
ticipants stated that while they consider evasive developers
realistic, such developers are unlikely to cause serious harm
in their organizational context due to several factors, such
as company policies e.g.,"It is strictly prohibited, and it is
communicated in that way that it is not acceptable to bypass
those checks (P08)", and manual code reviews.

"The process that we have is designed that, first, it
needs to pass the review of the initial reviewer which
allows it to get it on the main branch. So if we, put
another hurdle here and we say that there are two
friends which decide that this is okay, it still needs
to come through the third guy who is gonna test,

the test will kill. So that’s already three guys that
would need to accept the issue in the whole team."
— P04Automobile Sensors

On the other hand, some participants shared that they have
observed their colleagues being evasive, or they themselves
attempted to be evasive due to stressed work environment.

"We had six people and one would actually do some-
thing like that." — P05Web Applications

"There was an extreme pressure because we
needed to bypass the SAST tests, otherwise we would
not receive green flag from the security team. So
it actually happened once. We used to work late
night to resolve all those conflicts and red flags." —
P06Software Service

In contrast, P01 expressed that in an organization a de-
veloper being evasive is unlikely due to ownership at their
organization, "I want to believe that our developers are
responsible . . . I don’t believe anyone will try to game our
system like that".

Finding 16 (F16) – The risk of evasive developers is real.
That is, while some participants consider the scenario of
“evasive developers” as adequately prevented by existing
code reviews, this optimism is not universal: others have
prior experience of evasive developers in their teams, or
have evaded SASTs themselves.

3.6. Challenges and Improvements

Finally, we wanted to learn about the pain-points of
participants related to SASTs. Our approach was to present
hypothetical (but ideal) scenarios, such as unlimited re-
sources to fix or address just one issue of SAST, with the
goal of getting the participants to focus on the most severe
SAST-specific issues in their perspective.

A few participants wanted to invest their resources on
improving analysis techniques, both for reducing false nega-
tives e.g.,"I guess the first thing would be I would try to make
it so that we’re covering all of the most obvious" (P14), and
providing meaningful alert messages e.g.,

"So the static analysis tool should be able to detect
all the security issues within its scope and within
possibilities. It should show meaningful messages . . . it
should expose enough information about the issue so
that the respective developer can address the issue
easily" — P10 Healthcare

Alternately, P02 (who was generally unimpressed by SASTs
throughout the study) wanted unlimited human resources for
manual analysis:

"If I’ve got unlimited time and resources, then some
poor, unfortunate soul is going . . . going to have to
go through all of the false positives in <SAST> and
just confirm that they are actually false positives be-
cause there’s just so many of them. . . . If those un-
limited resources included some experienced security



researchers, I get them doing some manual analysis.
Because to be perfectly honest, the best vulnerability
reports we get, which generally tends to be the more
serious issues, they’re not found by tools, they’re found
by people" — P02OSS - Server

Several participants focused on SAST CI/CD integration
issues explaining that often configuration is a major pain-
point for them e.g.,"I would definitely say integrations would
be the top. . . . I think the best example would just be for
all major CI/CDs to have an open source example of how
to implement and integrate with various things.". Other
responses covered niches, such as better language-specific
support, concurrency and abstraction support.

Finally, participants generally agreed that actionable re-
ports that explain what can be done to address an issue, or
provide more context, would be useful e.g.,"if you write this
code like this, this issue should be resolved" (P12), and "An
explanation of why the tool flagged that particular code is
very helpful. It saves us having to second guess on why is
the tool reporting that" (P02).

Finding 17 (F17) – The key pain points for developers
when it comes to SAST tools include: false negatives,
lack of meaningful alert messages/reports, and configu-
ration/integration into product CI/CD pipelines.

4. Threats to Validity
This study seeks to understand the diverse perspectives

of practitioners with different types of business and security
needs, and is affected by the following threats to validity:
Internal Validity: Practitioners with different experiences
and roles at organizations may provide responses influenced
by over/under-reporting, self-censorship, recall, and sam-
pling bias. We mitigated these factors by asking participants
to share organization-specific incidents and experiences,
with follow-up questions to understand their context, and
reassuring that the responses would remain anonymous and
untraceable (Section 2.3). Moreover, some participants may
have experienced loss of agency in selecting SASTs (e.g.,
P08, F4). However, all our participants have played key
roles in selecting or using SASTs in their organizations (see
Section 3.3), leading to useful experiences and observations
that reveal meaningful patterns in SAST selection.
External Validity: Due to the nature of interview-based
qualitative research focusing on a specific experience (here:
with SAST), generalizability is considered an issue for
recruitment through snowball/convenience sampling. Find-
ings from such studies are considered “softly generalis-
able” [19]. Prior research demonstrates that such studies
are reliable for identifying salient trends [41], [42]; indeed,
given the diverse organizational and product contexts of our
participants, their responses provide key insight into how
SASTs are used in practice in complex organizations.

In other words, given the number of our participants
(n=20), and the recruitment process, we do not claim that
the participants are representative of the broader developer

population, or that the findings are generalizable. That said,
this study captures and analyzes the experiences of partici-
pants from diverse organizational and security contexts and
offers salient insights related to the use of SASTs in practice.

5. Discussion
The findings from our study reveal salient aspects of how

developers use SASTs, what they expect from them, and
how they react when SASTs do not fulfill those expectations.
We now distill the findings into four themes related to the
problems inherent in the use and perceptions of SASTs as
well as a path forward for researchers and practitioners.

5.1. Mind the Gap: The Dichotomy of Perceived
Developer Needs and SAST Selection/Evaluation

A common sentiment observed throughout this study is
that practitioners do care about and prioritize security. To
elaborate, practitioners stated that they would generally fix
vulnerabilities regardless of release deadlines (F1), except in
certain mitigating circumstances (F2, F3), and use SASTs
to cover the blind spots and subjectivity pertinent to manual
code analysis (F6). Moreover, nearly all practitioners fa-
vored lower false negatives (i.e., not “letting security things
slide through”) (F10), expressing a surprising tolerance for
false positives as long as SASTs found vulnerabilities (F11).

However, we found that this strong preference for se-
curity, and particularly SASTs that find real vulnerabili-
ties, is not reflected in how practitioners select SASTs.
To elaborate, practitioners select SASTs based on cost,
corporate pressure, ease of integration/use, and particularly,
recommendations from peers and general reputation of the
tool (F5). This generally ad-hoc and subjective criteria does
not provide objective evidence of a SAST’s performance in
detecting vulnerabilities. Hence, there is a clear gap between
the criteria that practitioners use for selecting SASTs, and
what they want most from SASTs (evidence of real vulner-
ability detection abilities).

5.2. The Power of Reputation and the Lack of
Reliable Objective Criteria

The key question is, why does this gap exist? That is,
why don’t practitioners evaluate the security properties of
SASTs? Our findings point to two key reasons:

First, we find that practitioners may not have any moti-
vation to evaluate SASTs. That is, practitioners seem to be
unreasonably optimistic about the SASTs’ abilities, assum-
ing that SASTs must detect everything they claim to (i.e.,
define as within scope) (F8), and assume that SASTs “just
work” (F14). This optimism, coupled with their reliance on
reputation as a valid metric for selecting SASTs (F4), may
be sufficient to dissuade practitioners from any additional
effort required to evaluate SASTs. Thus, the observed lack
of motivation to evaluate SASTs is concerning, particularly
as the blind belief practitioners express in SASTs and their
reputation does not hold up to scrutiny: e.g., a recent evalu-
ation of reputed crypto-API vulnerability detectors showed



serious, previously unknown flaws, which prevent the detec-
tors from finding vulnerabilities they consider “in scope” [8].

Second, even when practitioners want to evaluate
SASTs, the existing means to do so, i.e., benchmarks,
are perceived as insufficient. As we found, while some
practitioners may be unaware of benchmarks for evaluating
SASTs, most are not. In fact, most practitioners do not
trust existing benchmarks, viewing them as either too basic
(and not representative of real, complex, vulnerabilities), or
biased (F5). These findings indicate a significant gap in
the research on evaluating SASTs, and motivate the devel-
opment of high-quality, comprehensive, real-world bench-
marks vetted by both researchers and practitioners, if we
intend to help practitioners objectively evaluate SASTs for
what they most desire: the ability to detect vulnerabilities.

5.3. Giving Developers What They Want

We observe that practitioners repeatedly expressed that
they want two things from SASTs: ease of configuration
(F4, F17), and for tools to detect real vulnerabilities (F8).

Fortunately, the ease of configuration is being addressed
by the recent, additional support for SASTs through integra-
tion into CI/CD pipelines of open source projects, such as
via Github Actions [7], [43], as well as standardized output
formats, such as SARIF [44]. However, the latter is harder to
achieve at present. That is, while our practitioners repeatedly
expressed that they want SASTs to be first and foremost
able to find critical vulnerabilities (and all those considered
within scope, F8), even at the cost of higher number of false
positives (F10, F11), the research community continues to
show preference towards improving precision instead, i.e.,
decreasing false positives, for SAST tools throughout the
last decade [27]–[30], [33], [35], [37]. Thus, for SASTs to
actually be useful, the research and industry communities
need to refocus their efforts towards finding critical vulner-
abilities (and all that is deemed within scope), with improved
precision being an additional, desired, property.

5.4. Industry is not prepared for the flaws of SASTs

Our findings expose a critical paradox in the assump-
tions industry practitioners make about their approach to-
wards SASTs: While practitioners do expect SASTs to de-
tect all vulnerabilities within scope (F8), they are not overly
concerned with SASTs missing such vulnerabilities due
to undocumented flaws, because their subsequent manual
analysis to find what the SASTs missed (F13). However,
practitioners also emphasized that their key reason for using
SASTs is to account for knowledge gaps, blind spots, and
subjectivity inherent in manual analysis (F6, F12). To sum-
marize the paradox, practitioners use SASTs to account for
gaps in manual analysis, but then, in turn, are confident that
manual analysis will account for (unknown) SAST flaws.

This paradox suggests several undesirable aspects of the
status quo. First, that developers may be overly confident
in guarantees offered by their process of combining SASTs
(or other tools) and manual analysis, or may simply take the
reports of SASTs at face value (F14), which may result in

undetected vulnerabilities in code that are missed by both
SASTs and manual analysis; e.g., previous work has shown
that the same undocumented flaws can manifest in any
number of SASTs, and lead to vulnerabilities in programs
analyzed by the SASTs [8], [9]. Second, given that practi-
tioners generally hesitate to report flaws in SASTs (F15),
the flaws in a SAST would persist and harm most software
using the SAST, even if a few practitioners do uncover false
negatives/flaws during manual analysis. That is, if the status
quo observed in this study continues, SASTs will likely
never improve in their ability to detect vulnerabilities, but
instead, will continue to be used in a manner that inspires
a false sense of security among practitioners.

To summarize, we conclude that the industry is ill-
equipped to find or address any flaws in SASTs, particularly
given the state of current reporting processes that are mired
in confidentiality issues, an evasive attitude, and lack of
response from SASTs (F15). Thus, practitioners are stuck
with repurposing common issue submission processes that
does not cater to their confidentiality needs, does not elicit
a response, and does not facilitate discussion.

5.5. Moving Forward: New Directions and Ideas

To improve this status quo, researchers and practitioners
need to establish a dedicated process for reporting false neg-
atives, as well as expectations from SASTs upon receiving
such reports, in a manner similar to bug reporting expec-
tations for typical software products. This might involve
the development of automated methods for creating minimal
examples of vulnerabilities missed by SASTs or even “self-
healing” SASTs that leverage advancements in automated
program repair to address missed vulnerabilities. Moreover,
future work may also explore streamlining the automated
evaluation of SASTs (e.g., developing web-based services
that allow practitioners to “test” SASTs with realistic vulner-
abilities), so that developers may be able to evaluate SASTs
before using them, instead of leveraging subjective criteria
for the same. Beyond evaluation techniques, researchers
should also consider orienting future work on SAST devel-
opment toward the high preference of practitioners in finding
important/critical vulnerabilities, even at the expense of a
high number of false positives.

To summarize, only by raising awareness about the flaws
in SASTs, aligning their goals with the goals of developers,
designing protocols for evaluating them, and streamlining
bug reporting, particularly for false negatives, can we move
towards a more desired state where practitioners are able to
leverage SASTs to their true potential, resulting in a holistic
reduction in hard-to-find vulnerabilities.

6. Related Work

SASTs have been adapted for finding security vulnera-
bilities [45], resource leaks [29], [30], [32], [34], [46]–[48],
enforcing policies [49], and crypto-API misuse [28], [50]–
[56]. Our work studies the perspectives and beliefs of prac-
titioners regarding SASTs through 20 in-depth interviews,



and is closely related to work in three areas, namely prior
studies on the usability of static analysis tools, research
on evaluating SASTs, and the study of general security
practices in industry.
Usability of Static Analysis Tools: Researchers have stud-
ied how practitioners use static analysis tools and their
perspectives on improving the output of static analysis
tools [37], [57]–[61]. In particular, Johnson et al. [25] found
that poorly presented output, including false positives, is one
of the main problems from developers’ perspective. This has
been confirmed by later studies [36], where they suggested
that the false positive rate should be around or below 20%.
In a similar vein, Distefano et al. [61] recognized that while
false negatives matter, it is difficult to quantify false negative
rate compared to false positive rate, and thus, it is prudent
to focus on optimizing the latter. Our work complements
existing literature by detailing how practitioners across the
industry choose and perceive SASTs (F4, F5, F7). However,
our qualitative findings deviate from prior work (in the
context of security), i.e., we find that developers prefer low
false negatives, and are willing to tolerate high false positive
rates (F10, F11) provided the tool detects vulnerabilities.

Further, recent work [38], [58], [59] proposes allowing
subjective interpretations of defect warnings for produc-
tivity, i.e., the notion of “effective false positives”, which
has been adapted in the context of security by Wickert et
al. [39]. We study whether this concept works in the context
of security, i.e., whether practitioners see merit in letting
developers decide what constitutes a vulnerability, and find
that it does not, drawing attention to the risks of letting
developers become the arbiters of false positives (F12).

Finally, prior work has focused on particular usability as-
pects of static analysis tools, such as the use cases and their
contexts [62]–[64], and filtering warning messages [26].
Our analysis of the pain points experienced by developers
echoes some of these concerns (F17), highlights unique
challenges practitioners face (F4, F5, F15), and culminates
in our discussion of a path forward for both researchers and
practitioners towards better and more useful SASTs.
Evaluating SASTs: Historically, security researchers have
focused on creating benchmarks for evaluating SASTs
with a focus on precision, recall, and efficiency, with
the help of benchmarks, such as ICC-Bench [29],
DroidBench [31], CryptoAPI-Bench [65], ApacheCryp-
toAPIBench [66], OWASP Benchmark [67], Parametric
Crypto Misuse Benchmark [68], Ghera [69], and Cam-
Bench [70]. Moreover, prior work has proposed automated
evaluation using benchmarks [71], [72]. Our study reveals
that practitioners, in general, do not trust third-party bench-
marks, due to them being basic (i.e., not representative of
real vulnerabilities), or worse, biased in favor of a specific
SAST tool. Since SAST tools often accompany custom
benchmarks claimed to be general (as is the case with many
of the benchmarks above), we cannot deny this perception.

A recent body of research considers the limitations
of existing benchmarks and leverages mutation testing to
uncover flaws in the detection capabilities of SASTs [8],

[9], [73]–[75]. As we discuss in Section 5, enabling better
benchmarks or automated evaluation of SASTs using such
evolving approaches may be a path forward towards provid-
ing developers with what they care most, i.e., SASTs that
can detect real, valuable, vulnerabilities.
Study of Security Practices in Industry: Finally, prior
work has studied the relationship between developers’ se-
curity expertise, and the actual implementation of secure
software. For example, researchers have identified that
practitioners need security-specific support in the form of
developer-friendly APIs and supporting tools [76]–[80] to
make better security choices, recognizing that practitioners
may not know enough about security [36], [40], [81]. Fur-
thermore, researchers have explored how developers address
security-specific tasks and the challenges they face [82]–
[86]. Our work complements previous studies by exploring
how developers choose SASTs (F4, F5). Moreover, we
explore how developers depend on SASTs to cover their
knowledge gaps (F6) and the challenges, beliefs, and per-
ceptions associated with implementing security in software
with the help of SASTs (F8–F17).

7. Conclusion

This paper provides a comprehensive understanding of
how practitioners with diverse business and security needs
choose SASTs, and their perspectives and assumptions about
limitations of SASTs. By qualitatively analyzing the re-
sponses from 20 in-depth interviews, we uncover 17 key
findings that demonstrate that contrary to existing literature,
practitioners have a higher level of tolerance for false posi-
tives, and prioritize avoiding false negatives. Moreover, we
find that practitioners, regardless of their strong preference
for security, rely on reputation to choose SASTs, as they
do not trust benchmarks or find them reliable. Finally,
practitioners may be overconfident in assuming their ability
to address a SAST’s flaw with manual analysis, and are
generally hesitant to report such flaws. We conclude with
research directions towards automated evaluation of SASTs,
aligning SASTs with what developers desire, and creating
dedicated protocols for reporting flaws in SASTs.
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Appendix A.
Survey Protocol

To understand how practitioners perceive security tools,
and whether security is prioritized by individuals and orga-
nizations similarly, we prepared an online survey question-
naire (questionnaire in the online appendix [10]) and drafted
a research protocol. We piloted the initial survey with five
participants. Three of the participants were graduate stu-
dents, and the rest had doctoral degrees. All pilots were from
computer science background, with additional experience in
software engineering and/or security. By incorporating their
feedback, we improved the survey by modifications and ad-
ditional descriptions as necessary. Our final survey protocol
received the approval of our Institutional Review Boards
(IRBs). The experimental protocol of both our survey and
interviews included a consent form which emphasized that
the data of the participants will remain confidential and
de-identified. Furthermore, a participant could optionally
submit their email address to have the chance of winning
one of two $50.00 gift cards or the equivalent value in
local currency vouchers. The winners would be chosen
from qualified participants who completed the survey and
provided valid responses in the survey.

A.1. Survey Recruitment

To diversify our recruitment approach in terms of expe-
rience, culture and industry contexts, we leveraged multiple
recruitment channels. We sent invitation emails describing
the goal of the survey (i.e., in order to learn about their
professional experiences and opinions about SASTs) to our
professional networks, relying on snowball sampling for
recruitment, as well as to OSS developers (as previously
described in Section 2.1).
Ethical Considerations in Recruiting OSS developers:
We collected publicly available email addresses only, and
explicitly stated our recruitment procedure in our initial
contact, which is common in other recent studies (e.g.,



Endres et al. [87]). We considered several potential trade-
offs that factored into this recruitment strategy, in addition
to following the guidance provided by our IRB: (a) It is
difficult to recruit practitioners across borders who have
the relevant experience, i.e., configured and used automated
security analysis tools, (b) we were collecting publicly
available information and not amplifying the visibility of the
individuals’ email address, and (c) we carefully considered
the Menlo Report’s ethical guidelines [17], [18]. Specifically
based on these guidelines, the only potential harm to an
invited person would be receiving one unsolicited email,
whereas the potential benefit of this research is in helping
create more secure software, for everyone, by understanding
the needs and challenges of practitioners related to security
analysis techniques.

A.2. Online Survey and Data Analysis

Our survey (provided in the online appendix [10]) con-
sisted of Likert Scale based questions, with optional, open-
ended response to clarify their selected choice(s). Our analy-
sis prioritized the text-based responses since these provided
additional context for the selected choice(s) in Likert scale.
One of the authors open-coded the responses for analysis.
The responses of the survey, which we summarize next,
guided our interview protocol.

Appendix B.
Survey Results

The results of our survey helped us refine the semi-
structure guide of questions for the interview. We now
describe the demographics as well as general results elicited
from the survey responses.
Demographics: Of the 39 responses we received, 25 worked
in a full time employment, and 12 worked as both free-
lancers and full-time employees. Almost all of them (85%)
identified themselves as developers with 25 of them having
more than five years of professional experience and six
with at least three years of experience. 53% participants
helped release a new version of software or service at least
on a monthly basis in the past two years, with 26% on
quarterly basis. All the participants ranked themselves as
at least slightly knowledgeable in security, with five being
extremely knowledgeable, eight very knowledgeable and 20
moderately knowledgeable. 50% of the participants entered
their location as Asia, with the rest distributed equally be-
tween North America, Europe, United Kingdom and Africa.
Prioritizing Security by Organizations and Individuals:
Through the survey, we asked the participants to rate the im-
portance of privacy, security against malicious attacks, ease
of use, multi-platform compatibility, multitude of features
and responsiveness with respect to applications they help
develop from their individual perspective. Furthermore, we
asked the participants to rate how these are prioritized by
their organizations based on their personal experience.

All participants individually expressed that securing
against malicious attack is very important, with 83% work-
ing in organizations expressing that it is of extreme impor-
tance. However, from their organization’s perspective, only
30/35 participants shared that securing against malicious
attacks is at least very important, with two selecting slightly
important and three moderately important. The remaining
two participants chose not to answer. In other words, the
importance of security against malicious attacks might not
be prioritized similarly by an organization and an individual
of the same organization. For similar questions about pro-
tecting privacy in software and or services, 25 participants
expressed that it is at least very important, with two selecting
moderately important. Similar to the trend observed for se-
curing against malicious attacks, participants expressed that
they think their organizations prioritizes privacy differently
compared to themselves.

To summarize, an organization and its practitioners can
have significantly different priorities on security and privacy
for their software or services.
Reliance on Automated and/or Manual Analysis Tech-
niques: When asked how the participants relied on au-
tomated and manual techniques for finding security vul-
nerabilities, seven participants expressed that they rely on
automated techniques for reasons such as lack of security-
related expertise, manual testing being time-consuming and
for automatically preventing intruders from attacking their
systems. All the participants (26/39) who chose both au-
tomated analysis and manual analysis techniques expressed
that they do it because of additional coverage, with the man-
ual technique being used to cover corner cases, application
specific logic, or out of scope issues. Finally, the participants
(6/39) who expressed that they rely only on manual analysis
techniques shared that it is due to lack of effectiveness, or
lack of resources, or due to simply being more comfortable
with manual analysis techniques.

To summarize, practitioners mostly rely on a combina-
tion of automated and manual techniques to increase cover-
age, with the only exceptions being an exclusive reliance on
automated techniques due to lack of security expertise, and
on only manual techniques due to expertise/comfort with the
same.
Impact due to Unsound SASTs: We asked participants how
their software or service would get impacted in case there
was a soundness issue SASTs they use. Interestingly, almost
all practitioners expressed that even in the case of flaws of
SASTs, their applications would be moderately impacted at
most, explaining that they do not entirely depend on these
tools for ensuring security and instead rely on multiple tools
and/or manual reviews.

The few participants who shared that they would be
significantly affected were either involved with tool develop-
ment, or were entirely dependent on SASTs. In other words,
practitioners take the impact of flaws in security tools lightly
as they use multiple tools and/or manual analysis techniques
to overcome limitations.



TABLE 2. ABRIDGED VERSION OF THE SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE

Section A: Participants, Projects, and Organizations

To get started, can you tell us about the type or domain of software you primarily develop?
How would you describe your target client for software? Is it general people, government, or other software firms?
How did you get to learn about security? Does your company arrange training/workshops for you? Or self-learning?
What is important in terms of security in terms of your product/software?
What potential threats do you consider that may compromise the security of system?
Are these the threat assumptions you normally consider in the domain you work on/at work?

Section B: Organization and Security

Do you remember being constrained by any factors, such as Deadline/Time, Requested Features, Dependencies, or others, when programming that may
have affected/compromised security guarantees?
How would you describe the software development process you follow?
Do you remember your organization’s existing coding standards, national regulations or any other software development process aspects having any
influence on security guarantees?
Have you implemented security functionalities through in-house development instead of relying on third-party libraries? What situation necessiated this?
Between using third-party libraries for security-sensitive functionalities and implementing security-specific features on your own, which one do you prefer?
Can you tell us more about the team you work with?
Can you tell us about your team structure and security specific functions/components?
Do you write test cases specifically for covering/testing security-related requirements? Can you give us an example?
What are the consequences if the security requirements in your software are not met?

Section C: Organizational Context of SAST

Why do you favor using <SAST (s)> in your organization? What events led to this decision?
Where does the SAST come in the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) you follow? Can you walk us through the process?
Do all (security-related) team members know/receive training about the SASTs that you use?
Are there generally any SAST-specific requirements from the user/customer?
Can you please walk us through the process of selecting such a security focused tool?
How are SASTs Security helpful for Agile/Scrum processes?
Can you tell us more about the events which influenced you in becoming a SAST user instead of focusing on being a manual technique based user?
How much is generally the cost in dollar value for licensing and/or using SASTs?
You have mentioned that your organization relies more on the SASTs over Manual Techniques (or vice versa). Why is that?
How do you generally handle security bugs in product?

Section D: Expectations from SAST

Consider the following statement: “When using an automated code review/scanner, a static tool should be capable of reporting all the issues in the code
as far as static analysis allows”. What is your opinion regarding this statement?
“When using an automated code review/scanner, a static tool should only show results it is 100% certain about, even if it means it may miss a few
potential issues”, What is your opinion regarding this statement?
Depending on the difficulty/nature of vulnerable code issues, some issues might be more difficult than others to detect by tools. Therefore, would you
consider tools that are not perfect (i.e., may miss some vulnerabilities) to still be acceptable to use? What is your opinion regarding this?
You mentioned that you prefer FN/FP over FN/FP; Do you think this is purely because of the kind of software you work on, or do you think it is shared
in the general developer community or in <type> developer community?
How would you describe your overall impression when using security analysis tools for analyzing custom implemented security features?
Does the tool clearly present detected security vulnerabilities, provide any explanations, link detected security vulnerabilities to known examples? Anything
else you prefer these tools should have/report that is currently not available?

Section E: Impact of Unsound/Flawed SAST

Have you ever been in a situation where there was a vulnerability in your software, which should’ve been detected by a SAST but was not? How did you
handle it?
If in case your software has a security issue which was not found due to buggy SAST, how do you handle the consequences?
“Just because a tool report states that there are no security errors does not mean the software is secure, since the tool itself may be buggy”. Can you
please elaborate on your opinion regarding this statement?
Do you expect the SAST to catch everything?
What happens if you find something that a SAST should catch, but does not? Do you report it to the SAST developers?
Have you encountered any situation where any developer tried to evade SAST security checks by abusing flaws?
If you ever reported a problem to SAST developers, did you ever get a response and a follow-up fix to the issue that you reported (with example)?
(Previous context) What role do you think fuzzing tools play in comparison to SASTs here? Do you think fuzzing tools can replace SASTs?

Section F: Challenges and Improvements

Have you ever considered designing and using an in-house SAST? What limitations of existing tools motivated you to do so?
If you were given unlimited resources to fix/create the perfect SAST, what issue would you address before anything else?
Do you have any kind of final thoughts or anything that you would like to follow up on?



Appendix C.
Meta-Review

C.1. Summary

This paper presents a qualitative study to understand
the industry’s viewpoint on program analysis based security
testing tools, to explore organizations’ selection criteria of
SAST tools, and to understand how practitioners understand
and work around the limitations of these tools.

C.2. Scientific Contributions

• Provides a Valuable Step Forward in an Established
Field

• Independent Confirmation of Important Results with
Limited Prior Research

• Addresses a Long-Known Issue
• Establishes a New Research Direction

C.3. Reasons for Acceptance

1) This work provides valuable qualitative understand-
ing of the industry needs and use of SASTs and
the organizational barriers that prevent widespread
adoption.

2) The methodology of this paper is sound, using
appropriate quantitative and qualitative techniques.
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